who were collected there. It has been claimed that the foundation of the camp at Bad Sachsa was representative of a wider scheme to have these children adopted out by the Nazis after the execution of their parents. If this was in fact the case then it suggests that, at least in early August 1944, the Nazi leadership's intentions with respect to the families of the 20 July conspirators were clearer and more ruthless than previously thought. The idea that the Kinderheim had such a purpose was claimed by one of the former child inmates, Christa von Hofacker who, at thirteen years of age at the time, was one of the older children present. Sometime in early October 1944, while still in the camp, a nurse in charge of the toddlers, Frau Köhne, told Christa the Nazis' original intentions for the children:
In [Bad] Sachsa we were to remain for eight weeks. Our parents and older brothers and sisters would have been killed in that time. Then the older ones would be placed in 'Napolas' 2 and the younger ones distributed amongst SS families. 3 This account has been supported by other former prisoners, Uta von Aretin and Berthold von Stauffenberg. 4 It has also been referred to in works on the German Resistance, 5 though that information appears to have originated from the same sources. It must be pointed out that not all the former prisoners support this claim. Count Wilhelm Schwerin von Schwanenfeld, for one, does not agree that adoption was the Nazis' aim, although he does concede that the camp obviously had some plan behind it.
6 What should also be kept in mind are the various representations made to help relatives -in many cases just the childrendiscussed in the previous chapter, as proof that at least a fear of a more sinister punishment was planned. As for the Gestapo itself, it justified the camp as a means to 'protect' these children from antagonism and harassment whilst in custody. The arrival and detention of possibly up to four children from outside the 20 July 1944 conspiracy group indicates that, at least for a brief time, the expansion of Sippenhaft may have been envisaged.
In terms of the recurring theme of this subject, where local authorities have taken the lead in applying Sippenhaft , it is worthwhile speculating whether the story of the execution of parents and the adoption of the children was a construct of the children's home workers, based on their understanding of what was to happen to these 'traitors'. If eventual adoption was the original purpose of the camp, it would indicate that the Nazis had clear and brutal intentions for the families of the conspirators.
